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DIY lanterns with autumnal leaves, chestnuts and apples
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A DIY mobile made from autumnal leaves
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A lavish autumnal bouquet, Chinese lanterns and chestnuts on a garden table
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A DIY 'window' made from red dogwood twigs, rose hips and hawthorn berries
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A DIY mobile made from colourful autumnal leave and Chinese lanterns
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A DIY mobile made from colourful autumnal leave and Chinese lanterns
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DIY fairy lights made from paper baking cases
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DIY fairy lights made from paper baking cases, a plaid and sheepskins on garden chairs
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A self-knitted scarf on a wooden stool on a terrace
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A festively laid table in an autumnal garden
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A cheese platter on a festively laid table in an autumnal garden
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A festively laid table in an autumnal garden
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A festively laid table in an autumnal garden
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DIY coasters made from bark discs painted with black chalkboard paint as table decoration
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DIY napkin rings made from birch branches, colourful napkins and cutlery on autumnal leaves
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DIY napkin rings made from birch branches, colourful napkins and cutlery on autumnal leaves
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A festively laid table in an autumnal garden
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A festively laid table in an autumnal garden
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An homemade autumnal invitation on a wooden platter with chestnuts
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